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Mr. Chairman,

At the oulset, I wish to express my appreciation to Under-Secrelary-General for Field Support Mr. Alul Ktmre,
Assistant-Secretary-General and Controller Ms. Bettina Tucci Bartsiotas, Assistant-Secrelzry-Genÿal for Human

Resources ÿent Ms. Gamle Wamuyu Wainaina, Chair of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and

Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) Mr. Carlos Ruiz Massieu, and Under-Secretary-General for Internal Oversight Services
Ms. Heidi Mendoza for introducing their respective reports.

Mr. Chairman,

Japan atlaches great importance to the Peacekeeping Operations of the United Nations and the successful

implementation of their mandates for the maintenance of international peace and security. The Committee is going to

consider the budgets for peacekeeping operations, and the proposed level of overall operations for next period is $82

billiorL Although this figure is slightly less by 0.3% than the current budget level of 2015/16 period, the lrend ofthe

budget level over $8 billion, which the Secretary-General once described as 'hanprecedented", seems to be still

continuing

The aforementioned minute reduction in the proposed overall budget level due to the downsizing of some

operations is mostly offset by increases or expansions of deployments of uniformed personnel in other more complex

missions. This Committee needs to devote its available time and appropriate amount of energy to consider the budget

proposals before us and to take the necessary actions to turn them into meaningful documents.

My delegation is of the view that the Member States should be ready to provide sufficient resources and

capacity to the UN PKOs. However, Ndng into account the severe financial situations of many Member States

including my counlry, the need for the efficient, effective and accountable management of operations cannot be

overemphasized. Technological advancements in various fields may be expected to support UN PKOs in more

eflicienl; effective and accountable way, but it is up to us - the Member States and the Secrelanat in tandem, to ensure

proper cost/benefit analyses and planning as well as coordinated management, while maintaining integrity and without
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compromising the pÿformance in mandate implementafiort In this light, my delegation considers the discussion on

cross-cutting issues to be very important in addressing a number of critical matters pertaining to the overall operations

ofUN PKOs.

Mr. Chairman,

Budget and performance presentation is one of the issues that my delegation consider important While we

understand lhat transitions and adaptations with regard to support services are necessary, the movement of budget

classes and groups wifffin a mission budget as wel as between different mission budgets makes it difficult for us to

gather a clear picture of the overal financial requirements and requirement changes. Furthermore, performance reports




